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Abstract
Rivers which are important objects in real world need be appropriately described in Geographic
Information System to be conveniently inquired and detailed analyzed for human being. Many
spatial models were proposed in the past, but spatial models with regard to river channel planforms (RCPs) are lesser-known. This work proposes spatial models of river channel planforms
(SMRCPs) based on the properties of river channel planforms in the real world and the spatial relation theory. We proposed the segment conditions based on RCPs properties in Geographic Information System to describe rivers in the real world by SMRCPs in detail.
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1. Introduction
Rivers are widely regarded as the world’s most important objects which influence human settlement, development of agriculture and industry, transport, and disasters, the human activity moreover makes river changed in
morphology, water quality, and biodiversity which could significantly react back to human activity [1]-[5]. River morphology has been a subject of great challenge of scientists and engineers who recognize that any effort
with regard to river engineering must be based on a proper understanding of the morphological features involved
and the responses to the imposed changes.
A river channel planform (RCP) is mostly like a narrow band, which is nearly linear for the width of the
channel is much than its length, contained some bars. In Geographic Information System a RCP is almost described as a narrow region with some holes or merely a line when the width of the channel is too small to be described as a narrow region at a specific scale. Spatial relations are spatial constrains among spatial objects such
as points, lines and regions, which can be utilized to speed up spatial query, analysis and graphic display. Users
must employ the spatial relations between objects at different time to make the change detection of river channel
planforms (RCPs) faster and more accurate. The spatial relations between RCPs could be mostly represented by
region and region, line and region, line and line when the planform should be described as a line, moreover spa*
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tial relations between region-holes and line-holes must be considered. However, regions or lines which represent
RCPs are not only the simple regions or lines but also complicated ones, because river channels are in various
forms.
A good understanding of RCPs is needed to analyze the spatial relations between different ones. In this paper,
to better analyze the spatial relations between planforms of river channels, RCPs were represented by two
straight lines with/without holes or a single straight line when the width is too small to describe in Geographic
Information System.

2. River Channel Planforms in the Real World
RCPs in the real world are diversiform and complicated because of the impact of nature factors such as earthquake, flood and geological formation, and anthropogenic influence such as building dams, destroying plants on
banks and repairing channels. Every river channel planform is different in detail thus there is no one spatial
model fits all. Leopold and Wolman firstly proposed the conception of RCPs [6]. According to direct observation Drury provided the first complete classification of river channel planforms which is divided into eight types
of river channel planform models such as meandering channel, braided channel, straight channel, deltaic distributary channel, anabranching channel, reticulate channel and Irregular channel [7]. The classification by Brice
based on four major planform properties that are most readily observed on aerial photographs: sinuous canaliform, sinuous point bar, sinuous braided, and nonsinuous braided [8]. Miall divided RCP into braided, meandering, reticulate, and straight ones based on its properties [9]. The classification by Rust based on degrees of
sinuous and braiding is the same as Miall’s [10]. Qian et al. proposed the classification which is consist of wandering channel, meandering channel, straight channel, and anabranching channel, the first difference between
the classification of Qian et al. and Rust is whether anabranching channel and reticulate channel is the same
RCP type [11]. According to existing classifications the key characters of RCP classification are degrees of sinuous, braiding, and anabranching which are illustrated in Figures 1(a)-(c) respectively. In Figure 1(a) the RCP
is differentiated by degrees of sinuous. In Figure 1(b) the RCP is differentiated by degrees of braiding. In Figure 1(a) the RCP is differentiated by degrees of anabranching.
Because the characters of braiding and anabranching are easily confused for people and difficult to differentiated in Geographic information system, we make the character of anabranching degress belong to the degrees
of braiding and use the degrees of sinuous and braiding to classify RCPs. In this paper RCPs are classified into
nonsinuous canaliform, sinuous canaliform, nonsinuous braided, and sinuous braided based on the characters of
braiding and sinuous which are illustrated in Figure 2(a)-(d) respectively. Nonsinuous canaliform is illustrated
in Figure 2(a). Sinuous canaliform is illustrated in Figure 2(b). Nonsinuous braided is illustrated in Figure 2(c).
sinuous braided is illustrated in Figure 2(d).

3. Spatial Models of RCPs in Geographic Information System
Spatial models of RCPs (SMRCPs) in Geographic Information System root in RCPs of the real world, and they
have some special properties. First of all, SMRCPs in GIS could be described by single irregular curve, double
irregular curves, and double irregular curves with holes in the wake of different scales. In addition, double irregular curves with single hole and double irregular curves with multiple holes are different in spatial relations, we
consider them as two cases. Finally the degree of sinuous is not the key property to distinguish objects in spatial
relation, therefore we consider irregular curves as the same type in despite of different degree of sinuous. In this
paper, SMRCPs are divided into single irregular curve, double irregular curves, double irregular curves with
single hole, and double irregular curves with multiple holes which are illustrated in Figures 3(a)-(d) respectively. Figure 3(a) illustrates single irregular curve of SMRCP. Figure 3(b) illustrates double irregular curves of
SMRCP. Figure 3(c) illustrates double irregular curves with single hole of SMRCP. Figure 3(d) illustrates
double irregular curves with multiple holes of SMRCP. The irregular curves are consist of interior and boundary
(two extreme points), and the holes are consist of interior (H-interior) and boundary (H-boundary).
However, irregular curves are so complicated and various that they are difficult to be depict in computer
technology and to be understood by people, in order to better describe SMRCPs we simplify irregular curves to
straight lines, and we called the new spatial models simple spatial models of river channel planforms
(SSMRCPs). Also, SSMRCPs could easily express and analyze the spatial relations of RCPs. SSMRCPs a differentiated to single straight line (SSL), double straight lines (DSL), and double straight lines with single hole
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Figure 1. The three characters of RCP classification are illustrated through (a) to (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. The four types of RCPs are illustrated through (a) to (d).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.The four types of SMRCPs are illustrated through (a) to (d).

(DSLSH), and double straight lines with multiple holes (DSLMH) which are shown in Figures 4(a)-(d) respectively. Figure 4(a) shows SSL which is a straight line with interior and boundary (two extreme points), Figure
4(b) shows DSL which are consist of two single straight lines, Figure 4(c) shows DSLSH which are consist of
two single straight lines and a hole within, Figure 4(d) shows DSLMH which are consist of two single straight
lines and several holes within.

4. River Descriptions by SMRCPs
Rivers in real world are so complicated that they are difficult to be described by only one type of SMRCPs,
that is to say, a segment of a river can be well described by one type of SMRCPs, and another segment of the
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river could be well described by else type of SMRCPs. In order to suitably describe a river we segment it to
several segments by the segment conditions which could make river descriptions by SMRCPs clearly .In this
paper we proposed two conditions to segment rivers as follows:
Condition 1. If Straight line A and α respectively extend a length of ε1 , ε 2 , δ1 , and δ 2 which are arbitrarily small distances, the spatial model is the same, then the segment is suitable or else unsuitable. The situation
is shown in Figure 5.
In Figure 5(a) after Straight line A and α respectively extend a length of ε1 , ε 2 , δ1 , and δ 2 the spatial
model will change, therefore, it is not suitable to segment the river at this position. In Figure 5(b) after Straight
line A and α respectively extend a length of ε1 , ε 2 , δ1 , and δ 2 , the spatial model did not change, therefore, it
is suitable to segment the river at this position.
Condition 2. If a river in real world becomes wider, meanwhile, the spatial models developed from SSL to
DSL, we segment the river into two segments which are described by SSL and DSL as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) shows a river becomes wider from SSL to DSL. Figure 6(b) shows the segment line which is segment
the river to two segments. Figure 6(c) shows two river segments corresponding to two spatial models as SSL
and DSL.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. The four types of SMRCPs are illustrated through (a) to (d).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. How can a river suitalbely to be segmented into two segments?

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. A river is segmented into two segments which are described by
SSL and DSL.
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Figure 7. A river was segmented into 5 segments and respectively
described by corresponding types of SSMRCPs.

Based on the conditions above we could segment a river into several segments and best described by corresponding SMRCPs in detail which are illustrated in Figure 7. Segment 1 is corresponding to SSL, Segment 2 is
corresponding to DSL, Segment 3 is corresponding to DSLMH, Segment 4 is corresponding to DSLSH, Segment 5 is corresponding to DSL. However, the segments can be suitable to be described by SMRCPs but the
river may be segmented by other ways.

5. Conclusions
This paper proposed SMRCPs to describe the RCPs which are important for human beings. For describing the
river in detail we proposed the segment conditions to segment the rivers. However, we just construct such spatial
models idea, the method to express SMRCPs in computers should be developed in the future work.
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